Introducing the next generation of Retail Inventory and Point-Of-Sale systems for the Golf Industry. Designed with operational efficiency in mind, EZLinks POS takes the complexities and confusion out of your point-of-sale decision.

It’s POS... the EZ way. Easy to train, install, and use.

The integrated database design allows full utilization of both products. Complete tee sheet functionality is preserved; allowing you the utmost in web enabled tee time management, while the POS offers full functionality in the same application window.

Your guests will appreciate the reduced time waiting in line due to speedy check-in features. Time saving functions include: a touch screen software design, bar coded inventory SKU's enable scanning, integrated high-speed credit card authorizations return in less than 2 seconds, and gift certificate and rain check tracking speed up complicated transactions.

EZLinks POS software is designed with your everyday tasks in mind. Making these tasks easy to do, easy to learn, and simple enough for any user.

• Touch Screen design saves time and improves accuracy. One-touch buttons are easily accessible for commonly purchased items. Package items together for additional speed, accuracy and convenience.

• Tendering options include: Split Checks, Returns, Gift Certificates, Event Credits/Accounts, Member Accounts, and Preferred Customer Discounts.

• Integrated with the EZLinks Tee Sheet for quick and simple guest Check-In and a complete audit trail.

To learn how you can improve operational efficiency with EZLinks POS, contact EZLinks Golf for a complete online demonstration.

1.888.88.LINKS or sales@ezlinks.com

Remote Access

Custom Receipts and Reporting

Integrated with Tee Sheet

Built specifically for the world’s fastest database software, Microsoft SQL Server 2000.

Microsoft, Microsoft SQL Server 2000 and Microsoft Windows 2000 are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.